An international travelling art exhibition focused on wild animal conservation

Created by artist Russ Ronat
Russ Ronat is a contemporary artist and the creator of Project Holocene, a selection of large mixed media drawings of endangered animals and projected video of the drawings in creation. It is his goal to draw and paint endangered animals and show the beauty and fragility of species in his drawings and video work. The project aims to encourage an understanding of the necessity of conservation and protection of biodiversity.
Featured in zoos, science and art museums around the world:

Birmingham | Phoenix | NYC | Boston |
Port Macquarie | Taipei | Seoul | Miami |
PROJECT

HOLOCENE

EXHIBITS

THE EXPERIENCE:

- Art and Science
- Sustainability and endangered species
- Large mixed media original paintings and video projections
- A wide variety of endangered insects, birds, reptiles, aquatic creatures and mammals are represented in the project
- Interactive experience to foster creativity
"We hosted Russ’ art show, Project Holocene, at the Birmingham Zoo in 2018 and it was great for all parties involved. He was very professional to work with and was flexible when things had to change. Our guests enjoyed walking through the Zoo’s Predator Building with his pieces around every corner. A great added benefit were the prints sold in the Gift Shop. If you are looking for something new and exciting that also connects with animal conservation, this is it! “

Clark Maxwell, Marketing Manager
PROJECTION AND VIDEO
"The Phoenix Zoo was delighted to exhibit Russ Ronat’s Project Holocene at our zoological park and to share this impressive collection of mixed media drawings with our audience. The show ran for 4 months and guests regularly complimented his work, with success in selling both originals and prints throughout the run. Of significance for the Zoo is that the collection highlights endangered wildlife and brings attention to the rising issues of deforestation, illegal wildlife trade and the many other threats facing wildlife species today. We look forward to future works by Russ and would welcome another opportunity to showcase his art again."

Bonnie Mendoza, Chief Financial Officer
Arizona Center for Nature Conservation/Phoenix Zoo
FEATURED 3 MONTH EXHIBITIONS:

- NTSEC, the National Taiwan Science Education Center
- Savina Museum of Contemporary Art, Seoul, Korea
- Phoenix Zoo
- Birmingham Zoo
- Taipei Collectible Botanical Garden
- American Rhino Foundation

OTHER EXHIBITIONS:

- Global Wildlife Conservation, Art Basel, Miami, FL
- Glasshouse Museum / Koala Hospital Port Macquarie, Australia
- Bonobo Conservation Initiative, NY, NY
- National Geographic Encounter, NY, NY

“American Rhino was introduced to Russ Ronat at a fundraising event for rhino conservation. At the event, we discussed having a show for Russ to display his art at the Rhino Lodge at American Rhino. We were able to arrange with Russ to have his opening in conjunction with American Rhino’s annual holiday party. To put it mildly, Russ’s art was the highlight of the party and our guests were blown away by his amazing wildlife paintings. We now have customers and guests come to American Rhino just to “visit” the wildlife of Russ Ronat. Having Russ has been a great success for American Rhino.”

Chris Welles, Founder
American Rhino
Select from over 50 original, contemporary works
- Video projection art showing the drawings in creation on select pieces
- An interactive mural display for zoos and children’s science museums
- The show can be customised by content and display to fit the space and desired exhibit requirements
- Scientific, curated information for all works is available
- Both original works and prints are available for exhibition
- Exhibit merchandise is available

Exhibition Fee: Information available upon request

- Exhibition duration: Up to 3 months
- Excludes shipping costs and projection equipment
To learn more please visit www.projectholocene.com or email info@projectholocene.com